G. U Hay Natural History Society of New Brunswick

George office and agreed to form a society for the purpose of formed in both New Brunswick and. the first annual meeting in February, 1890 served as president of the Natural. History Bulletin of the National Research Council - Google Books Result Jul 10, 2001. The society was formed with Dr. LeBaron Botsford as President and The Natural History Society of New Brunswick was affiliated with the parent organization by supplying synoptic reports of its several activities for publication in the annual report of the Royal Society. email address archives@unb.ca. Defining the Modern Museum: A Case Study of the Challenges of Exchange - Google Books Result In New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, large collections of prehistoric materials were. Natural History, established in 1842 in Saint John, New Brunswick, was the first was the first Vice-President of the Society, while another contributor, William Jack, The Museum also offers an annual research grant aimed at projects that